Surveys and polling data confirm that the Internet is now a prime vehicle for b'USiness, community, and personal interactions. The notion of identity is the important component of this vehicle. When 'USers in teract with services on the Internet, they often tailor the services in some way for their personal use. For example, a user may establish an account with a user name and password and/or set some preferences for what information the user wants displayed and how the user wants it displayed. The network identity of each user is the overall global set of these attributes constituting the vario'US accounts. In this paper, we investigate two well-known federated identity manage ment (FIM) solutions, Microsoft Passport and Lib erty Alliance, attempting to identify information as surance (IA) reqtlirements in FIM. In particular, we foc'US on principal IA requirements for Web Services (WS) which plays an integral role in enriching iden tity management through federation.
Introduction
Identity management (1M) has been recently con sidered to be a viable solution for simplifying user management across enterprise applications. As enter prises have changed their business operation paradigm from brick-and-mortar to click-and-mortar, they have embraced a variety of enterprise applications for streamlining business operations: emailing systems, customer relationship management (CRM) systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, supply chain management (SCM) systems, and the like. How ever, a non-trivial problem has been compounded by this reinforcing line of enterprise applications, the 0-7803-8396-6/041$20.00 © 2004 IEEE problem oj managing user profiles. Every new addi tion of those applications has proved to be subject to bringing in a new database for storing user profiles, and it was quite costly and complex for enterpriSes to manage all those profiles,which were often redundant.
Considering business-to-business (B2B) environments, where a set of users consists of not only their employ ees or customers but also those of their partners', this problem became even worse. As a set of underlying technologies and processes overarching the creation, maintenance, and termination of user identities, 1M has been proposed to address this issue.
Furthermore, the prevalence of business alliances or coalitions necessitates the further evolution of 1M, so called federated identity management (FIM) . The main motivation of FIM is to enhance user convenience and privacy as well as to decentralize user manage ment tasks through the federation of identities among business partners. As a consequence, a cost-effective and interoperable technology is strongly required in the process of federation, and Web Services (WS) has proved to be a good candidate for such a technology as it has served to provide the standard way to enable the communication and composition of various enter prise applications over distributed and heterogeneous networks.
Since identity federation is likely to go along with the exchange of sensitive user information in a highly insecure online environment, security and privacy is sues with such exchange of information are key con cerns in FIM. In this paper, we describe a comparative study of FIM to investigate how to ensure information assurance CIA) for identity federation. We first discuss key benefits of FIM and how WS can play an integral role in enriching 1M through federation. Then, we investigate two well-known FIM solutions, Liberty AL liance [13J and Microsoft Passport [5] , attempting to identify IA requirements in FIM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec tion 2 discusses three approaches to 1M, along with the prior research related to our work. We also dis cuss WS components briefly. Section 3 describes FIM, particularly, Liberty and Passport in detail. Section 4 discusses the role of WS in federating identities in the two model. Section 5 describe IA requirements for FIM. Section 6 concludes this paper; 2
Background and Related Works
In this section, we start with the discussion of three approaches to 1M: isolated 1M, centralized FlM, and distributed FIM, including previous works related to 1M. Thereafter, we discuss the core components of . WS architectures.
.
2.1
Identity Management and Related
Works
The isolated 1M model is the mo st conservative of the three approaches. Each business forms its own identity management domain (IMD) and has its own way of maintaining the identities of users includ ing employees, customers, and partners. Hence, this model is simple to implement and has a tight con trol over user profiles. However, it is hard to achieve user convenience with this model since different IMDs are likely to have different authentication processes or mechanisms for their users and corresponding authen tication policies may vary between players.
The centralized FIM model has a single identity provider (IDP) that brokers trust to other participat ing members or service providers (SP) in a Circle of Trust (CoT). IDP being a sole authenticator has a centralized control over the identity management task, providing easy access to all SPs domains with simplic ity of management and control. The drawback of this approach is a single point of failure within a CoT in frastructure in case that IDP fails to provide authenti cation service. U set convenience can be also achieved partially in that the single sign-on (SSO) for users are only effective within SPs which belongs to the same CoT.
The distributed FIM model provides a frictionless 1M solution by forming a federation and making au thentication a distributed task. Every member agrees to trust user identities vouched for by other members of the federation. This helps users maintain their seg regated identities, making them portable across au tonomous policy domains. It also facilitates SSO and trust, thereby allowing businesses to share the iden tity management cost with its partners. As we will discuss later, Microsoft Passport is based on the cen- 
Federated Identity Management
In this section, we discuss FIM in general, Liberty Alliance and Microsoft P ass port in particular. Fed erated identity gives the ability to securely recognize and leverage user identities owned by trusted organi zations within or across CoTs, and identity federation allows organizations to securely share confidential user identities with trusted ones, without requiring users to re-enter their name and pass word when they access their network resources. Additionally, identity feder ation pr ovides the ability to optionally and securely share user information such as their profiles or other data between various trusted applications, subject to user consent and organizational requirements. In this process of federation, as shown in Figure I , WS provides SOAP/HTTP-based standard communi cation vehicles among the providers. SP can discover IDP either statically or by querying a UDm registry.
Afterwards, SP communicates with IDP by reading its WSDL from UDDI, whereby SP can exchange authen tication request/response through service endpoints (SEP) specified in WSDL.
4.1

Web Services in Liberty Alliance
In Liberty Alliance, each CoT has one or more pr oviders using SOAP /H'ITP based communication channels for exchanging authentication-related infor mation between WS endpoints. Both SP and IDP follow agreed-upon schema for federation and SSO. Global Logout WS endpoints, also called Single Lo gout endpoints, receive and process logout events from SP and IDP. Typically, when a user logs out from one provider, the user's SSO session which is active at the rest of providers is invalidated by sending a message to these WS endpoints. The user agent accesses Global Logout WS at IDP and indicates that all SPs, which the IDP has provided authentication for during the current session, must be notified of the session ter mination. Then, the user agent receives an HTTP response from IDP that confirms the completion of a global logout. 
4.2
Web Services in Microsoft Passport
Information Assurance in FIM
As an effort to identify principal IA requirements for FIM, we discuss security and privacy concerns rel evant to WS in FIM in this section. We also describe how Liberty Alliance and Microsoft Passport deal with these concerns to fulfill such requirements in their ar chitectures.
5.1
Security Concerns in FIM
Security concerns in FIM can be observed from the perspective of the general objectives of information security: availability, integrity, and confidentiality. In addition, authorization is also an important aspect to be considered in that controlled access to federated identity information is strongly required.
Ensuring Availability: The availability of informa tion in FIM models concems system reliability and timely delivery of information. In FIM mod els, the availability of information can be en sured by not only having: a common protocol or mechanism for communicating authentication and other information between parties but also securing communication channels and messages. Organizations using FIM models is required to fol low four key principles of fair information practices which are discussed in [3]:
• Notice: Users should receive prior notice of the information practices.
• Choice: Users have a choice to specify what in formation will be used and the purpose for which the information is collected.
• Access: Users should be able to access and modify their personal information as and when needed.
• Security: Users should be assured that the or ganizational system is capable of securing their personal information.
Liberty specifications have recently proposed an ap proach to sharing user attributes on the basis of user's permission. The specifications also provide a set of guidelines that will help businesses adhere to these principles. Microsoft Passport's approach to online privacy is also based on adherence to these aforemen tioned principles. 
